Cantor proved this for the case that set {x} is an interval, and Lebesgue established the result for a set of measure zero. A short proof is given by Hardy and Rogosinski.
1
The following related result was proved and used by Szâsz.
2 If (1.3) a n sin nx + b n sin (n + l)x -»0 on a (real) set {x} of positive measure, then (1.4) <*»-><>, &n->0.
Relations (1.1) and (1.3) can be put into complex form. For example, (1.1) becomes (1.5) a n exp {nx} + b n exp { -nx} -»0, with the conclusion that (1.6) a n -^0, b n -+0.
Here exp {u} is defined by (1.7) exp {u} =e iu (i = (-1) 1/2 ).
Our purpose in the present work is to extend the conclusions of the above-mentioned results to combinations more general than (1.3), (1.5). Thus in §2 we go from two terms to k terms and generalize the exponents; in §3 the coefficients of the exponentials are permitted Presented to the Society, April 26, 1947 under the title A limit theorem; received by the editors May 12, 1947. 1 Hardy and Rogosinski, Fourier series (Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, no. 38), Theorem 92, p. 84.
2 Otto Szâsz, On Lebesgue summability and its generalization to integrals, Amer. J. Math. vol. 67 (1945) pp. 389-396, especially Lemma 2, p. 395. Dr. Szâsz has informed me that, with the intention of using it in work on trigonometric series, he has proved (but not published) a generalization of (1.3), namely where the left side of (1.3) is replaced by the expression X^..» a 8 e iax .
to be polynomials; and in §4 the multi-dimensional case is taken up. Suppose the lemma is false, so that there is a set J of positive measure on which (2.1) is satisfied. We may suppose that J Is bounded. It is no restriction to assume that zero is not a limit point of {u»] ; for there exists an infinite subsequence of {u n \ for which zero is not a limit point, and we may remove all # n 's not in this subsequence.
Suppose {u n } contains a bounded subsequence {w n; .}; then from {u n .} a further sequence can be chosen for which a limit exists. This limit, say L, cannot be zero, so from exp [Lx\ = 1 for x in J we conclude that J is at most a denumerable set, contrary to the assumption that J is of positive measure. Now suppose that {u n } contains no bounded subsequence, so that | u n \ -* 00 . By Egoroff's theorem there is a subset Ji of 7, of positive measure, on which (2.1), that is, cos u n x + i sin u n x -» 1, holds uniformly. Consequently, since 1 + cos u n x is uniformly bounded, cos 2 u n x -1 -> 0 (uniformly on Ji).
Integrating over Ji : If k = l the lemma is true in virtue of Lemma 2.1. Assume it true for the case k -1 ; we shall then prove it for k by an induction argument, and this will establish the truth of Lemma 2.2.
It is no restriction to suppose that £ is a bounded set. £ contains a point Xi with the property that every interval containing x\ in its interior meets £ in a set of positive measure.
6 For suppose not. Then about each x in £ exists an interval I x , with x in its interior, such that £>I X is of measure zero. Let x\ be in £, and let I X1 be the largest associated interval. It is clear that there is a largest interval. If # 2 in £ is not in I xv then it too has a largest associated interval I xv and I xv 1*2 do not meet. It is now a straightforward argument to show that £ is covered by at most a denumerable number of such intervals I*, thus establishing £ as a set of zero measure. This contradiction shows that a point such as the aforementioned X\ exists.
Let x in (2.4) take on such a value x\ and subtract from (2.4). There results the relation
for all y in £1 = {y = x -xi, as x ranges over £}. £1 and £ have the same (positive) measure, and the replacement of (2.4) and £ by (2.6) and £1 insures that the origin (y = 0) is a point of £1 every neighborhood of which contains a subset of £1 of positive measure. Let
and (2.5) is equivalent to
Suppose the lemma is false for case k. Then a value s, say 5 = *, exists such that 6 B->0 is false. There therefore is a subsequence {fij^n(j)} of {#}, and a number itf>0, such that
so on replacing {n} by {w(j)} in (2.8) and dividing by B k , n (j)> we have
Let yi be an arbitrary point of £ 3 . The set of points \u) defined by u = y-yi as y ranges over Z\ will be denoted by £ vv and will be termed a translation set (relative to £1). Clearly, tn (£> yi Let 3C be the subset of numbers y of £i for which \y\ <A. We know that 5C is of positive measure. Moreover, for an arbitrary y in 3C,
Since m(^, 2 ) <3m(£i)/2, it follows that
We see from (2.10) and Lemma 2.1 that we cannot have C,,»<y)-»0 for all 5 = 1, • • • , k -l. Hence there is an s, say 5 = 1, for which Ci,n(i)-*0 is false; and a subsequence {m(j)} of {n(j)}, and a positive number K, such that (2.12) ICW, | >K.
cannot hold on a set of positive measure (Lemma 2.1) ; consequently, there is a point y\ in 3C such that (2.13) is false for 2 = 3/1. Choose y -yi in (2.10) and subtract from (2.10):
where u = y-yi (y in £i), so that u ranges over the translation set £ yv In (2.14), replace {n(j)} by {m(j)} and divide by exp {t k , m (j) If the theorem is false, there is an index 5, say 5 = 1, for which 0i,n-*0 is false; so a subsequence {n(J)} of {n} exists, and a positive number AT, such that |ai, n <i)| >M. Replace {n} by {#(/)} ' m (2*17) and divide by #i,no) exp {ri ,»(/>#} : We may suppose that /noo^fi.nci)-f2,n(i)->0 as j-><*>. Choose #*,n = 0, s = 3, • • • , k, and ai,n = #2,n = 0 for n^ni, n 2 , for all x on a set £ of positive measure, then
If g = 0 the result follows from Theorem 2.1. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there is an integer Q>0 such that whenever q<Q the result is true, but for at least one case with q = Q the theorem is untrue. In each case of failure, with g = (?, at least one polynomial coefficient is of degree Q. Let X be the number of such polynomials; then there is a positive integer A with the property that whenever X<A (and # = ()), the theorem is true, but there is a case X=A, q = Q for which it is false. Let (3.2) be such a case, so that exactly A polynomials, that we may take to be The ^-coefficients are bounded, and &<r, r<r ,n(;) = 1 for all j. Consequently, there exists a subsequence {w(j)} of {w(i)} for which the following limits exist :
and not all of b 8tP are zero, since b fftPff =l. From (3.7) it follows that
Moreover, R\{x) is of degree Q\ for if it is of lower degree, then (3.9) presents a case in which fewer than A polynomials are of degeee Q, so from the definition of A it will follow that the theorem is true for (3.9). Thus all coefficients in all the polynomials approach zero as j-•> oo. But this is contrary to the fact that b a , P9 = 1. Hence the degree of R\(x) must be Q. We know from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that set £ contains a point Xi every neighborhood of which contains a subset of £ of positive measure; and using this fact, we may conclude (as was similarly argued in establishing Lemma 2.2) that there exist distinct numbers &i, A 2 such that on defining £1, £ 2 by £ p == {y p = x + h p , x ranging over £} (p = 1, 2), then £3 = £r£ 2 is a set of positive measure. Relation (3.9) may then be written in each of the forms
(y" in 6 P , p = 1, 2).
If we consider only points in £*, then yi and y 2 may be identified:
(y in £ 3 , £ = 1, 2).
On subtracting we have
(y m £3).
Since i£i(#) is of actual degree (?, and (?>0, we see that (3.14)
is a polynomial of degree exactly Q -1, and is therefore not identically zero. But H(y) being of degree less than Ç, this places (3.13) in the category of cases for which the theorem is true, since now fewer than A polynomials are of degree Q. Hence all coefficients approach zero. This is however contrary to the condition that H(y)^0. We have thus arrived at a contradiction, so the assumption that Theorem 3.1 is false is untenable.
4. Higher dimensions. We shall now show that the foregoing results extend to the general case of p dimensions. Throughout this section the term measure refers to p-dimensional measure. Proofs for the general case usually follow those of the preceding sections, and are accordingly given briefly or not at all. Assume that the lemma is false, so there is a set J of positive measure for which (4.1) holds. Suppose s = q is the value for which u q , n does not approach 0. We may then assume that {w ff , w } does not have zero as limit point. 
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For each choice of the right side, (4.2) is a hyperplane, and is of measure zero. The totality of planes (4.2) is likewise of zero measure, and so, therefore, is J, which is contrary to assumption. There remains to consider the case where for at least one value of s, say 5 = 1, and a subsequence {n(j)},
The remainder of the argument now follows that of Lemma 2. Up to a point the proof is patterned after that of Theorem 3.1. When the equivalent of (3.13) is obtained, however, we can no longer assert that H(yu • In fact, nonconstant polynomials in more than one variable exist that are "periodic." We avoid this difficulty by observing that for a fixed point In our case, therefore, if H(yi, • • • , ^p) =0 for all possible choices of (A) 2 , then i?i is a constant, contrary to the fact that its degree is Q>0 (cf. Theorem 3.1). The remainder of the proof offers no difficulty.
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